Exploration: Searching for Molecules at the Speed
of Google
If a molecule can bind to a foreign protein, such as a cancer tumor, it can stop its
function and be an effective drug. The question is, how can the molecules that bind to
proteins be found quickly? What if we could search a “library” of molecules to find that
cancer stopping molecule? Before this search can be done, the library has to be created,
just like Google’s library of websites.
Research in the Derda Research Group at the University of Alberta is using Organic
Chemistry to solve fundamental problems in drug discovery, cell biology, and diagnosis
of disease.
One of the fundamental interests in the group is accelerated discovery of functional
molecules from genetically-encoded libraries of chemicals. In other words, the group is
looking to make a practical and rapid method of searching a vast library of molecules for
specific molecules that can bind to specific proteins.
The libraries of molecules are created by
allowing a virus, known as a bacteriophage,
to produce a molecule made of amino acids.
The genetic sequence (DNA) for a molecule
is inserted into the DNA of the virus which
then produces a copy of the molecule (a few
amino acids) and displays that molecule on
its surface. Chemists can then modify the
molecule by adding sugar molecules to it.
This new molecule will be able to bind well
with proteins such as lectin. They are sugar
binding molecules. Lectins offer a way for molecules to stick together without getting
the immune system involved, which can influence cell-cell interaction.
Bacteriophage: DNA is found in the “head” and the surrounding structures are made
of protein. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_virology
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Shown below is a bacteriophage virus containing DNA sequence (randomized genome)
and amino acids (randomized peptide) with a sugar molecule displayed on the outside
of the virus.

Image: Derda Research Group

This activity will allow you to use molecular model kits to decode one molecule that has
been added to the molecular library using a similar procedure that the Derda lab uses.
A library of molecules is created using this method with the information tag being the
DNA sequence in the virus. Derda’s group is working to create a method to search these
information tags quickly and efficiently.
Activity
1. Obtain a stoppered vial, representing the bacteriophage virus, with a DNA
sequence inside to code for two amino acids. Remove the DNA sequence
containing 6 letters.
2. Three DNA letters represents one amino acid.
3. Consult the DNA translation chart to determine which amino acids will be
produced. First you will “transcribe” DNA to RNA. Then you will “translate” the
RNA to the amino acid. Start in the middle of the chart with the first of the three
RNA letters, then move in sequence, to the outside with the remaining letters.
The outside of the chart includes the amino acid abbreviation for that three
sequence of letters.
4. Consult the Amino Acid chart to determine the name and structure of your two
amino acids.
5. Build the amino acids with molecular model kits - identify bond characteristicssingle, double, polarity, solubility and shapes around central atoms.
6. Record the information in the data table.
7. Extension: Combine the two amino acids together chemically by creating a
peptide bond - condensation reaction. Then add a sugar molecule, glucose, to
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one of your amino acids by forming a glycosidic bond with the amino acid and a
sugar molecule – this is also called dehydration synthesis.
DNA Translation Chart
To decode your DNA, you must first convert your DNA to RNA.
Write out your DNA Sequence: ____________________________________
Split your 6 letters into two 3 letter parts. Each 3 letters represent one amino acid.
DNA Sequence 1: ______________________________
DNA Sequence 2: ______________________________
For each 3 letter sequence complete the following:
Convert your DNA sequence to RNA Sequence by the process of “transcription” where
the DNA sequence changes as follows:
“A” becomes “U”,
“C” becomes “G”,
“T” becomes “A”,
“G” becomes “C”
RNA converted Sequence 1: ____________________________________
RNA converted Sequence 2: ____________________________________
Now, convert your RNA Sequence to the amino acid it codes for using the chart below.
This is called translation. Start with the first letter of your sequence in the middle of the
chart and then proceed to the outside. The amino acid you will build is represented by a
three letter abbreviation. Check the amino acid chart to determine the name of your
amino acid.
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Image: https://goo.gl/mBWmkR

Start in the middle of the chart with the first of the three RNA letters, then move in
sequence, to the outside with the remaining letters. The outside of the chart includes
the amino acid abbreviation for that three sequence of letters.
Amino Acid #1: _____________________________________
Amino Acid #2: _____________________________________
Amino Acid Structures:
Each amino acid has an amino end (NH3+) and a
carboxylic acid end (COO-). The distinguishing parts
of amino acids are called “R” groups. There are 20
amino acids each with common amino and acid
groups but differing R groups. The R groups in the following image
are separated from the common pink areas representing the
unique amino and acid components.
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Image:
http://goo.gl/2YR
rC5
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Molecule Characteristics - Consult the Amino Acid Chart.
Amino Acid #1

Amino Acid #2

Amino Acid Name
Molecular Weight
Number of single bonds
Number of double bonds
Shapes around R group atoms
Intermolecular Forces present
in R groups
Nature of R group
(polar / non-polar)
Solubility of R group in water
IB or AP Extension: Bond angles
around R group atoms
Assessment
In pairs, use the provided Peer Assessment Rubric to assess each other’s work. Submit
the Peer Assessment Forms to your teacher when completed.
Extension
Molecules in the chemical library are modified by adding sugar molecules to the amino
acids. After the bacteriophage produces the polypeptide (usually containing around
seven amino acids), chemists chemically alter the molecule by adding sugar molecules.
These sugar molecules help by allowing the molecule to bind stronger to the protein of
interest.
Procedure
1. Using the model kits, combine the amino acids together through a condensation
reaction as shown below.
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Image: http://goo.gl/eMJ30p

2. Build this sugar molecule, glucose, and chemically add it to one of the amino
acids. You will need to research the reaction mechanism, however, use the name
of the reaction to guide you.

Image: http://goo.gl/WuO2K2
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Searching for Molecules at the Speed of Google – Assessment Rubric
Student Name ________________________________
Task: Using molecular models to build amino acids
Level
Criteria
Illustrate by building
models, the
structure of
molecular
substances

Proficient (3)

Adequate (2)

Limited (1)

Models show a
substantial
understanding of
bonding

Models show a partial
understanding of bonding

Models show little
understanding of
bonding

Apply VSEPR theory
to predict molecular
shapes

Models show a
substantial
understanding of
shape prediction

Models show a partial
understanding of shape
prediction

Models show little
understanding of
shape prediction

Identify
intermolecular
forces

Provides an
accurate
identification of
intermolecular
forces

Provides a partially accurate
identification of
intermolecular forces

Provides an inaccurate
identification of
intermolecular forces

Make a prediction
about the properties
of molecular
substances based on
attractive forces

Provides an
accurate
prediction of the
properties based
on attractive
forces.

Provides an partially
accurate prediction of the
properties based on
attractive forces.

Provides an inaccurate
prediction of the
properties based on
attractive forces.

Insufficient/
Blank*
No score is awarded because
there is insufficient evidence of
student performance based on
the requirements of the
assessment task.

*When work is judged to be limited or insufficient, the teacher makes decisions about appropriate intervention to help the student improve.

